Printed electronics and sensors enable new applications ranging from low-cost disposable analytical devices to large-area sensor networks. Recent progress in printed carbon nanotube electronics in terms of materials, processing, devices, and applications is discussed on page 4397 by A. Javey and co-workers. The research challenges and opportunities regarding the processing and system-level integration are also discussed for enabling of practical applications.
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Printing technologies offer large-area, high-throughput production capabilities for electronics and sensors on mechanically flexible substrates that can conformally cover different surfaces. These capabilities enable a wide range of new applications such as low-cost disposable electronics for health monitoring and wearables, extremely large format electronic displays, interactive wallpapers, and sensing arrays. Solution-processed carbon nanotubes have been shown to be a promising candidate for such printing processes, offering stable devices with high performance. Here, recent progress made in printed carbon nanotube electronics is discussed in terms of materials, processing, devices, and applications. Research challenges and opportunities moving forward from processing and system-level integration points of view are also discussed for enabling practical applications.

1. Introduction

Aligned with the vision of the Internet of Things, electronic sensors and systems are being seamlessly integrated in our surrounding objects at an exponentially increasing rate.[1] To promote this rate of integration, the development of printed flexible devices is critical, as their conformal nature and large-scale area coverage meets the demanding mechanical and structural requirements imposed by emerging applications in various fields such as wearable electronics,[2,3] healthcare,[4] displays,[5] and human–machine interfaces.[6] Whereas state-of-the-art silicon-based integrated-circuit (IC) technologies are capable of implementing fast, energy efficient, miniaturized and low-cost computational systems, as achieved through the packing of transistors with increasingly high area density and reliability, they are not necessarily suitable for providing the sensing and actuation capabilities needed for flexible electronics and large-area applications. Conventional silicon IC chips are limited by the brittle nature of their silicon substrate, which prevents them from undergoing deformation and providing intimate contact with irregular surfaces. Moreover, the cost of production of IC devices scales in proportion to their area, and therefore the cost-effectiveness of this technology diminishes beyond a few square millimeters in area. Printable active flexible electronics are excellent candidates for facilitating large-area display,[7] sensing, and actuation functionalities. The unique capabilities offered by this class of electronics can particularly enable the development of a wide range of low cost mechanically flexible electronic platforms with active surface areas on the order of centimeters[8,9] to square meters,[10,11] as envisioned in Figure 1.[12] In this regard, printable platforms with active surface areas on the order of square centimeters are extremely low cost, while capable of providing numerous useful functionalities, and therefore are amenable for disposable applications, such as wearable electronics, food packaging, and medical devices. Moreover, printable flexible electronic platforms with active surface areas on the order of a few square meters or larger, which are implemented as a matrix of addressable and functional pixels,[5,8,13,14] fit well with applications requiring coverage of large surface areas with smart and interactive capabilities. In particular, such large-area platforms can be utilized in automotive, transportation, and human–machine interface applications.

From a system-level standpoint, realizing mechanically conformal, yet electronically advanced fully integrated platforms for the envisioned disposable and large-area applications necessitates devising solutions where printable flexible electronics and silicon IC technologies are synergistically combined in order to harness the unique capabilities offered by both technologies. In this regard, the two technologies may not be viewed as in competition, but rather as complementary with each other. Aligned with this vision, printable active flexible components fabricated on flexible substrates primarily serve as active devices to facilitate sensing, actuation, pixel control, and switching functionalities while directly interfacing the target surface areas that are on
the order of square centimeters to square meters. To this end, advancements in thin-film materials have enabled development of processes that allow for the printing of physical, chemical, and optical sensors in an active-matrix format, where each pixel interfaces addressable integrated thin-film transistors (TFTs). TFTs can be configured as sensing devices, as well as switch and decoder units for relaying control or transduced electrical signals. TFTs can potentially serve as analog circuit elements as well to condition the transduced signal (e.g., through amplification and filtering) on-site, in order to preserve the signal integrity in the presence of electronic noise and other external sources of interference. Building on this approach, silicon IC components can complementarily be integrated onto flexible substrates to facilitate sophisticated signal conditioning, processing, and high-bandwidth wireless transmission; the functionalities that otherwise could not be realized through the sole use of printed flexible electronics. With this implementation, IC components are not constrained to and can be moved away from the sites of sensing and actuation prone to mechanical stress and deformation. Furthermore, the number of IC components is minimized, where only a single or a few IC components can meet the processing load of the whole matrix or a section of the matrix.

From a materials point of view, potential semiconductor materials for the target large-scale flexible and stretchable electronic applications include amorphous silicon, semiconducting metal oxides, organic semiconductors, and carbon nanotubes. While amorphous silicon-based devices have shown promising results in terms of achieving the target performance and have found use in commercial applications, they are not compatible with large-scale printing processes. Hence, they may not be a good fit for extremely low cost and large-area applications. Organic semiconductors can be printed using traditional printing processes such as inkjet printing and gravure. However, they suffer from relatively low mobility and poor stability in air, making them less attractive for TFT applications although it should be noted that, for applications involving vertical transport rather than lateral, such as photodiodes and light-emitting diodes, where mobility is not as critical, organic semiconductors show excellent promise due to the tenability and broad range of materials available. Semiconducting metal-oxides have been shown to be compatible with solution-based printing processes, as well as having very respectable mobilities. However, while they can be engineered to perform reasonably well under bending, they may not be applicable to certain applications where stretchability may also be required. As such, the scope of this review is focused on the use of carbon nanotubes as the material of choice for flexible and stretchable electronic systems, with an emphasis on their use in TFTs for pixel addressing units for large-area applications. Carbon-nanotube networks have been shown to be resilient to deformation and can realign themselves upon experiencing large amounts of strain, making them excellent candidates for use as electrical interconnects and the channel material for TFTs in flexible and stretchable applications. It has been demonstrated that solution-processed, semiconductor-enriched CNTs have high mobilities, which enables high current drives at low operating voltages. Simple deposition methods such as drop-casting and spin-coating also make these nanotube networks compatible with high-throughput printing processes.

For the rest of this manuscript, in Section 2 we present the growth, purification, and assembly processing strategies used to print CNT samples. Then, in Section 3, low-cost printing methods amenable to medium and large-scale volume
production of flexible electronics are presented. In Section 4, we discuss the performance of printed CNT-based TFTs, and present demonstrated applications as enabled by the printed TFTs. In Section 5, we present the large-area systems that are realized through implementing addressable functional pixels. Finally, in Section 6, we provide an outlook in relation to the field of printed CNT-based flexible electronics and systems.

2. Processing
Since the report of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in 1991,[30] and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) in 1993,[31,32] research on CNTs has been aggressively extended.[33–35] CNTs are allotropes of carbon consisting of single or multiple graphene sheets rolled up into a cylindrical shape. Single nanotubes can exhibit ballistic transport with current levels of up to 25 μA per tube,[36] with high tensile strengths greater than 100 GPa.[37] Stimulated from their high performance and small feature sizes, CNTs have gathered tremendous attention as a promising materials platform for nanoelectronic device applications. In addition, the development of synthesis methods with high production yield has allowed the production capacity of CNTs to increase by more than 10-fold in the last decade,[37] which further facilitates the wide-spread use of CNTs as a common electronic material. As we discuss in this review, one application in which CNTs have been explored is as a semiconducting ink for printed large-scale and consumable flexible electronic devices.[38–40]

The most common synthesis methods that have been developed for the growth of CNTs are pulsed-laser deposition (PLD), arc-discharge, and chemical vapor deposition (CVD).[35,41] PLD applies laser pulses to evaporate graphite with metal catalysts, while arc-discharge uses a high current passed between two graphite electrodes to vaporize the graphite. CVD growth methods are based on the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons, and the high-pressure carbon monoxide (HiPco) method in particular uses carbon monoxide (CO) as the source gas.[41] To use CNTs as an electronic device material, especially as a channel material for thin-film transistor applications, the distribution of CNT sizes is critical for both device performance and uniformity.[42] SWCNTs can show both metallic and semiconducting behavior depending on their chirality,[42,43] which refers to the direction in which they are “rolled up” from a single-graphene sheet. Unfortunately, in almost all CNT growth processes to date, a wide spread of diameters is obtained, leading to CNTs with a variety of electronic properties ranging from metallic to semiconducting. To prevent leakage paths and improve uniformity within high-performance TFT devices based on SWCNTs, it is critical to be able to separate the different chiralities to reduce variation in the bandgaps of the SWCNTs, and, in particular, to be able to remove metallic SWCNTs. Although growth methods have been improved dramatically such that it is possible to obtain certain amounts of selectivity,[44,45] their as-grown selectivities are still inadequate for many applications, and post-growth separation methods must be developed to further separate each chirality for uniform SWCNT TFT operation.
2.1. Solution-Based Purification of Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs)

Due to the large-area high-throughput nature of printed electronics, a large amount of SWCNTs must be purified for such applications. In this regard, a solution-based method is ideal, as they can be scalable and handled simply from sizes as small as a small laboratory flask up to dedicated chemical plants. The main challenge with the purification of SWCNTs lies in the fact that there are only minimal atomic-level structural differences between chiralities.[46] To solve this issue, methods have been developed to enhance the differences between SWCNT chiralities by individually wrapping them with organic surfactants, after which the composite organic/SWCNT complexes allow for feasible separation. Various organic chemicals have been explored ranging from surfactants like sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)[47,48] and sodium cholate (SC),[49,50] to biocompatible polymers (e.g., Pluronic),[51] π-conjugated molecules or polymers such as porphyrines,[53,54] pentacene-based molecules,[55] fluorine-based polymers,[56] and DNA.[57,58] Separation methods that have been explored include selective extraction based on differences in solubility of each chirality,[51,53–55,57,58] density-gradient ultracentrifugation (DGU) to separate chiralities via density differences under strong centrifugation,[49,51,52,55] size-exclusion chromatography to discriminate sizes and lengths,[47,48,62] and ion-exchange (IEX) chromatography[50,60] with charged media to separate each charged organic/SWCNT complex. Separation of SWCNTs with narrow diameter distributions has been achieved by the DGU method, allowing for separation of metallic and semiconducting enriched SWCNT solutions with over 99% semiconducting SWCNT purity[46,52] (Figure 2a). IEX processes can separate charged structures and ions using the interaction with charges displayed in a stationary phase,[46] and has been explored mainly with DNA-wrapped SWCNTs[59,60,61] with precise separation of over 12 chiralities of SWCNTs demonstrated.[59] Recently, gel chromatography with dextran-based size-exclusion gel media (Figure 2b) has achieved large-scale (liter-scale) (Figure 2c) separation of up to 13 major chiralities of SWCNTs[48] with SDS as an organic support.[48,64] Currently, metallic and semiconducting enriched SWCNT powders and solutions are commercially available, although the use of such SWCNTs as a material for printed electronics with large-scale and disposable applications, the cost and throughput of the purification methods must be further improved.

2.2. Solution-Based Assembly of SWCNTs

With the development of metallic and semiconducting enriched SWCNT solutions, the next challenge is regarding the effective assembly of SWCNTs onto various substrates from a solution.[65] In particular for device applications, the density of the nanotubes must be higher than the percolation limit in order to enable current conduction.[66] For solution deposition of CNTs, it has been found that the interaction between the organic CNT encapsulant and the substrate modification is critical to enable effective deposition. It was discovered that dense SWCNT networks can be obtained by spin-casting an organic 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) solution of SWCNTs onto a substrate modified with an amine (NH₂) moiety, which facilitates the assembly of SWCNTs to achieve a dense network.[60] As a result, TFTs with Iₚ/Iₒ ratios as high as 9 × 10⁵ have been successfully demonstrated. In comparison, spin-casting the same solution onto a phenyl-moiety-modified substrate yielded a much sparser network. In addition to SWCNT assembly from organic solutions, assembly of SWCNT networks from aqueous solutions of purified SWCNTs has also been demonstrated onto a substrate with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) modification.[59] The APTES-modified surface displays an amino-surface that enables significantly higher deposition yield as compared to deposition onto a non-APTES-modified surface. Using this solution procedure, wafer-scale uniform random networks of CNTs have been demonstrated. In addition to amine modification, pyridinium modification of substrates has also been demonstrated to enable deposition of SDS-wrapped SWCNTs with densities up to 10⁹ cm⁻².[67] In this method, an SDS wrapped SWCNT is deposited onto HfO₂, which is modified with 4-(N-hydroxycarboxamido)-1-methylpyridinium iodide. The Coulombic interaction between the SO₃⁻ on the HfO₂/SWCNT complex and the N⁺ on the pyridinium ions on the HfO₂ induces assembly of the SWCNT network. This method can be used to enable patterned deposition of SWCNT networks, as SWCNTs are only deposited onto pyridinium-ion-modified HfO₂ surfaces.

Figure 2. a) Purification using DGU with SC-wrapped SWCNTs. Different chiralities of CNTs are separated. Reproduced with permission.[59] Copyright 2006, Nature Publishing Group. b) Demonstration of large-scale purification by gel chromatography. c) Using the interaction between each chirality of SWCNTs and media, metallic and semiconducting SWCNTs can be separated with liter-scale throughputs. Reproduced with permission.[48] Copyright 2011, Nature Publishing Group.
In most solution-deposition-process schemes, the CNT assembly process typically takes on the order of tens of minutes to a few hours. However, to enable mass production of CNT-TFTs, particularly for compatibility with high-throughput roll-to-roll printing processes, it would be ideal to obtain dense CNT networks in less than a minute. To achieve this short deposition time, the interaction between the amine-modified substrates and surfactants on SWCNTs has been studied recently.\cite{65} Commercially available semiconducting SWCNTs were first dispersed in several surfactants such as SDS, sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS), and SC, and were then deposited onto amine-modified substrates. Interestingly, only the steroid SC surfactant enabled dense SWCNT assembly on the substrate. It was discovered that, for the alkyl-chain based SDS and SDBS surfactants, the amine-modified surface induces assembly of a monolayer or bilayer structure, which eventually repels further assembly, leading to sparse or non-existent CNT networks (Figure 3a). On the other hand, it was shown that for steroid-moiety surfactants such as SC, while adhesion is promoted by the amine-modified surfaces, such mono-/bilayers do not form, leading to dense CNT network deposition (Figure 3b) with effective SWCNT coverages of up to 99%, estimated via capacitance-voltage measurements. In addition, percolating networks enabling TFT operation can be achieved within 60 s. Using this deposition procedure, a roll-to-roll assembly process of SWCNTs was demonstrated in which a 1 m-long poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) film was rolled through an SC encapsulated SWCNT solution, resulting in TFTs with an $I_{on}/I_{off}$ as high as $10^3$.

In the future, deposition times must be further improved for high-throughput printable processes and more research must be done to enhance the electronic properties of the deposited CNT networks. One example of such improvements in deposition method is the addition of mechanical shearing during the deposition process which results in aligned SWCNT networks with improved performance over random networks.\cite{68}

3. Printing Methods

For the fabrication of functional flexible electronic devices using solution-processed CNTs, many researchers have traditionally used polyimide as the substrate of choice.\cite{4,5,69,70} Due to its high temperature stability and the ability to be spun and cured onto a silicon wafer, polyimide allows for compatibility with many complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) processes such as photolithography and atomic layer deposition.\cite{4,5} This compatibility enables the use of CNT-based flexible electronics in applications where fine pixel resolution

---

**Figure 3.** Illustrative image of the assembly mechanism of surfactant-wrapped SWCNTs on amine-modified substrates. a) The solution-based process from an alkyl-based solution of SWCNTs. Alkyl-chain-based surfactants are assembled onto the substrate, which prohibits the assembly of SWCNTs. b) The assembly process of SWCNTs from SC-based surfactant solutions. SWCNTs are assembled on the substrate via SC surfactants to form dense networks. Reproduced with permission.\cite{65} Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
combined with high performance is desired. On the other hand, the ability to solution-process carbon nanotubes as the channel material in TFTs also enables CNT-TFTs to be compatible with a multitude of printing processes\(^8,19,71-73\) for applications targeting large device areas that may be unfeasible using traditional CMOS technology from processing and cost perspectives. Printing is an attractive technology for many low-cost large-area applications as it removes many of the high-cost low-throughput processing steps found in traditional CMOS processing, such as lithographic patterning and vacuum processes for deposition of thin films. In addition, printed processes are highly compatible with flexible substrates such as paper\(^74\) and polymers\(^71,73\) unlike traditional CMOS processes which generally require rigid substrates in order to obtain fine feature sizes. Current commercial roll-to-roll printing processes are capable of printing at speeds of up to tens of meters per second,\(^75\) and much progress has been made in recent years to obtain similar levels of throughput for the printing of functional electronics.

### 3.1. Inkjet Printing

One popular printing method that has been used for CNT-TFT fabrication is inkjet printing,\(^72,76-78\) which is capable of printing a variety of functional inks including semiconducting, conducting, and insulating materials.\(^79,80\) In inkjet printing, as shown in Figure 4a,\(^72\) the desired ink is pumped through a nozzle with a diameter of tens of micrometers onto the substrate. Typically, inks are formulated with viscosities on the order of 1–20 centipoise (cp),\(^81\) similar to that of water, so as to maintain good jettability of the inks. Using either a single or few inkjet nozzles, such as those found in personal inkjet printers, or up to hundreds of nozzles for commercial tools, inkjet printers are able to print fine features with picoliter-level droplet resolutions, corresponding to feature sizes as small as a few micrometers.\(^80\)

Using inkjet printing, high-performance CNT-based TFTs with mobilities above 20 cm\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)\(^72\) and cutoff frequencies in the gigahertz range\(^76\) have been demonstrated and configured as circuit components such as inverters, NAND gates, and ring oscillators.\(^72\) The greatest advantage of inkjet printing of functional CNT-based electronics is probably its versatility in design. Due to the drop-by-drop-based printing method, inkjet printers are able to print any desired feature on demand within its resolution limits, making it an ideal solution for personalized electronics. In addition, a recent advancement made utilizing inkjet printing is the development of three-dimensional (3D) printing, where 3D structures may be fully printed utilizing a layer-by-layer inkjet-printing process.\(^82,83\) This can potentially open the door for 3D-printed structures where functional electronic inks can be used to monolithically integrate printed CNT electronics within.

### 3.2. Roll-to-Roll Printing

Due to the serial printing nature of inkjet printing, it does suffer in terms of scalability and throughput as compared with other printing methods, while it is still much faster than traditional CMOS processes. In this regard, it may only be appropriate for application scales ranging from device prototyping up to medium-scale production throughputs. For extremely large scale, high-throughput applications, roll-to-roll printing methods may be more applicable. One such method that has been used for printing CNT-based electronics is gravure printing.\(^8,11,19,71\) In gravure printing, the desired pattern is first engraved into a metal cylinder, which is then used to transfer the pattern continuously onto the desired substrate, analogous to the use of a photomask in lithographic patterning. Figure 4b\(^75\) depicts the ink-transfer process for gravure printing. The engraved cylinder first rotates around an ink reservoir and then a doctor blade is used to remove any excess ink, ensuring that the only ink that remains is within the engraved cells. The engraved cylinder then rotates and transfers the patterned ink onto the substrate, passing along in the form of a continuous web on another cylinder. This process may be repeated multiple times to print the multiple layers of functional inks required in a high-throughput sequential process as depicted in Figure 4c.\(^11\) Due to the continuous ink-transfer process, which does not require “stop and go” processing, roll-to-roll gravure printing, along with other similar methods such as offset or flexographic printing, can have throughputs on the order of meters per second.

---

**Figure 4.** Printing processes for flexible CNT electronics. a) Schematic of the printing process for inkjet printing. Reproduced with permission.\(^72\) Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society. b) Printing process flow of a gravure printer. Reproduced with permission.\(^75\) Copyright 2006, Elsevier B.V. c) Optical image of a roll-to-roll gravure printer used for printed flexible CNT electronics. Reproduced with permission.\(^11\) Copyright 2010, IEEE.
with resolutions of less than 5 μm,[21] making them ideal for large-scale commercial applications. As compared with inkjet printing, typical ink viscosities for gravure printing are on the order of ca. 40–2000 cP. As such, in order to directly print CNTs, a polymer binder matrix is typically required. However, the usage of a binder material to enable gravure printing of the active CNT layer will generally result in TFTs with lower performance.[10] An alternative method that has been proposed for the printing of CNT-based TFTs using gravure printing is to first deposit a blanket layer of CNTs across a full substrate, which can then be patterned and etched using oxygen plasma with a self-aligned process.[8,15,65] As roll-to-roll-compatible oxygen-plasma tools are commercially available, such a method would be able to preserve the high performance of solution-processed TFTs, while still allowing for compatibility with roll-to-roll processing. Using both printed and self-aligned deposition and etch processes for CNTs, it has been demonstrated that yields well over 95% can be achieved for printed CNT-TFTs via gravure printing[8,10] in academic-style laboratories.

One limitation of gravure printing is the need to create a new set of engraved cylinders for every design change. While the large capital startup costs of these cylinders can be averaged out when production scales are large, gravure printing may not be as suitable for prototyping or the production of small-scale flexible electronic systems where the large capital costs involved may not necessarily be recovered. In this regard, inkjet and gravure printing of flexible electronics can be viewed as complementary technologies which both merit further exploration to enable flexible and stretchable printed circuit applications for both smaller-scale personalized electronics as well as mass-produced large-scale applications.

4. Printed CNT-Based TFTs: Performance and Applications

4.1. Transistor Performance

Among printable channel materials for flexible TFTs, CNTs have been shown to have advantages in terms of performance and uniformity. Solution-deposited CNT-TFTs have been shown to have mobilities in excess of 100 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹,[28] with on/off ratios of up to 10⁶. In addition, as mentioned previously, a unique aspect of CNT-based TFTs is the ease in which the electrical characteristics can be tuned by the deposition parameters. For applications such as radio frequency identification (RFIDs), where high drive currents are necessary, a denser CNT network may be deposited in order to increase the maximum on current at the expense of a slightly increased off current. On the other hand, for applications such as flexible displays and imagers, where their dark levels/lower range of detection are limited by the off currents of the TFTs, shorter deposition times may be used to obtain higher on/off ratios. While utilizing a fully printed process may lead to slightly decreased performances as compared to lithography and vacuum-based processes due to materials and processing restrictions, the performance of fully printed CNT-TFTs can still reach mobilities as high as 9 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ with on/off ratios of up to 10⁶.[19] Figure 5a and 5b respectively show example images of a fully printed CNT-TFT array, printed via inverse plate-to-roll gravure printing, and a zoomed-in image of a single TFT within the array.[19] The TFTs utilize solution-deposited SWCNTs for the channel, as well as printed silver nanoparticle source/drain and gate lines and a printed barium titanate (BTO) nanoparticle-based gate dielectric. Figure 5c shows example transfer characteristics of over 60 fully printed CNT-TFTs within the array and Figure 5d and 5e respectively show histograms of the spread of on/off current ratio and mobility of the transistors. To demonstrate the robustness of the printed CNTs to strain, Figure 5f displays the transfer characteristics of a single TFT, which does not change even after 1000 bending cycles. While there is still device-to-device variation, especially in the off current and threshold voltage, it is adequate for many applications, such as use for pixel readouts in active-matrix backplanes, which can benefit greatly from the scalability of such a printable process. In addition, further optimizations in the printing of the metal and insulator/dielectric layers in order to obtain more-suitable metal work functions and fewer interface traps may eventually lead to drastic improvements in printed SWCNT device performances.

For flexible and stretchable electronics, one key aspect is the ability to sustain large amounts of strain without degradation or failure of the active materials. As many target applications include wearable and conformal electronics, such devices may undergo constant strain and deformation during use. In this aspect, CNT-network films display significant amounts of resilience to deformation, making them excellent candidates for use as electrical interconnects and electrodes to enable flexibility and stretchability.[24–26,85] As such, it is possible to construct highly stretchable and deformable CNT-based electronic devices. As an example, TFTs utilizing semiconducting CNTs as the channel material and unsorted CNTs as the metal electrodes, along with a stretchable thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) dielectric has been demonstrated on a TPU substrate.[24] Due to the mechanical durability of the CNTs and the TPU material, the TFTs are capable of withstanding over 100% strain and able to survive impacts of up to 75 kPa, and even puncturing of the TFT. Another advantage of all-CNT-based transistors, in addition to the aforementioned stretchability and flexibility, is that they can be made to be fully transparent by using them in conjunction with transparent conducting contacts and gate dielectrics,[70,86–88] which may be useful in certain applications such as transparent displays, smart windows, or defense applications where transparency and invisibility may be required.

4.2. Printed CNT-Based Circuits

For more-complex logic circuits, commercial silicon ICs may be integrated along with printed CNT-based flexible electronics due to their much more powerful processing capabilities. However, simple CNT-TFT-based circuits may be desirable in large-area devices for immediate data processing and amplification to maintain signal fidelity through to the IC chips and prevent...
signal decay. In addition, applications such as RFID tags and simple standalone flexible sensors may not require significant computational power, where printed CNT-TFT-based logic circuits alone may be sufficient. In this regard, many advances have been made in recent years to enable flexible CNT-based circuits with non-trivial complexity.

Among circuit components, the CMOS inverter is probably the simplest and most ubiquitous example for digital logic. From the performance characteristics of a CMOS inverter, the performance of other, more-complicated circuit components may be inferred. One main parameter of interest is the voltage gain of the inverter. Typically, a high voltage gain, corresponding to a steep transition from the on state to off state, allows for more-noise-tolerant circuitry, as well as lower voltage operation. In addition, a symmetric voltage-transfer curve (VTC), where the switching from a digital “1” to “0” occurs at approximately $V_{DD}/2$, is preferred so that the noise tolerance can be spread out between the switching behavior from both on-state to off state, allows for more-noise-tolerant circuitry, as well as lower voltage operation. In addition, a symmetric voltage-transfer curve (VTC), where the switching from a digital “1” to “0” occurs at approximately $V_{DD}/2$, is preferred so that the noise tolerance can be spread out between the switching behavior from both on-state to off state, and vice versa. For flexible electronics in particular, where devices may be required to operate in conditions with less passivation and shielding, as compared with traditional ICs, tolerance to noise is essential to prevent unintended switching within a circuit. In this regard, the relative strain-insensitivity of CNT-TFTs makes them ideal candidates for flexible circuit applications, as such circuits may need to operate while under various forms of deformation that may otherwise induce changes in transistor performance.

Intrinsically as-deposited, CNT-TFTs exhibit p-type behavior and, as such, much of the early work based on CNT-based inverters and circuits has been centered around p-type metal-oxide-semiconductor (PMOS) only logic. Figure 6a depicts an optical image of CNT-TFT-based circuits wrapped around a test tube.[16] Figure 6b and 6c display the performance of a PMOS-only inverter and a NAND gate, respectively, on the array, depicting a symmetric VTC curve and good rail-to-rail operation of the circuits. Using inkjet-printing technology, PMOS-only CNT-TFT circuit components, such as inverters and ring oscillators capable of operating at voltages of less than 3 V, have been demonstrated.[72] Figure 6d and 6e respectively show an optical image and the electrical performance of an example printed ring oscillator on a flexible polyimide substrate.[72] Printed PMOS CNT-based circuits such as D-flip-flops[73] and adders[89] have also been demonstrated via a roll-to-roll gravure-printing process. As an example of the complexity of computation that can be achieved on flexible substrates, a four-bit decoder consisting of 88 TFTs capable of operating at kilohertz frequencies has been demonstrated.[15]

One disadvantage of utilizing PMOS-only logic, however, is that even while not switching, current will still flow through the inverters, leading to constant power dissipation. Thus, it would be more ideal to be able to obtain n-type transistor behavior in CNT-TFTs to enable CMOS architectures for digital-circuit applications, so that the static power dissipation is limited only by the leakage current of the TFTs. To do so, various doping and electron-selective contact schemes have been proposed to enable n-type CNT-TFTs. Examples include use of remote fixed charges from thin-film oxides[90–92] and nitrides,[93] use of low-work-function metal contacts such as Sc[94] and Y,[95] and chem-
ical doping with inorganic \[96,97\] and organic molecules. \[69,98\] While many of these proposed methods are able to induce n-type CNT-TFT behavior, it must be noted that they may not be compatible with printing-based processes, or may not have long-term air stability. For example, most oxide and nitride deposition methods require vacuum-based processes such as atomic-layer deposition (ALD) or plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), which are not possible to be integrated into a printed electronics platform. While materials based on metal oxides and nitrides may be utilized within a printed process,\[18\] experimental demonstration of utilizing such printed nanoparticles for doping of CNTs has not been demonstrated to date. Deposition of low-work-function contact metals also typically requires vacuum-based deposition processes in order to prevent oxidation of the metals, as it may not be possible to formulate printable inks with such low work functions. In terms of printability and stability, organic-based dopants could be more promising candidates.\[69,98,99\] For example, molecules based on dimethyl-dihydro-benzoimidazoles (DMBs) have been shown to achieve tunable doping of CNT-TFTs via spin-coating and inkjet-printing processes.\[69\] Using these molecular dopants in an inkjet-printed platform, CNT-TFT-based CMOS inverters with gains of up to 85 V V\(^{-1}\) at a supply voltage of 80 V along with an impressive noise margin of 28 V, corresponding to 70% of \(\frac{1}{2}V_{DD}\) can be achieved.

4.3. RF Applications

In addition to digital logic, radio-frequency (RF) applications may be advantageous for large-area flexible and stretchable electronics to provide wireless communications. The two important figures of merit for RF electronics are the cutoff frequency (\(f_c\)) and maximum oscillation frequency (\(f_{\text{max}}\)), corresponding to the highest frequencies at which the current gain and power gain of the transistor, respectively, are greater than unity. For long channel devices, the category into which most printed CNT transistors fall, the analytical expression for \(f_c\) can be written as:

\[
f_c = \frac{g_m}{2\pi(C_{gs} + C_{gd})}
\]

where \(g_m\) is the transconductance and \(C_{gs}\) and \(C_{gd}\) are the source and drain to gate parasitic capacitances, respectively. This indicates, in order to obtain a good frequency response, a transistor should have a high transconductance with minimal parasitic capacitances. Due to the high mobilities of CNT network TFTs, they can have much higher transconductance values than organic semiconductor TFTs, making them more-ideal candidates for printed RF flexible electronics. In particular, as on/off ratios are not as critical for RF applications, as compared to digital electronics, higher cutoff frequencies can be gained in printed CNT-TFTs by simply increasing the CNT deposition time to increase the on current at the expense of increased off currents. As such, solution-processed CNT-TFTs capable of operating at frequencies greater than 1 GHz have been demonstrated,\[76,100\] with operational functionality maintained even when bent to radii of curvature as low as 3.3 mm.\[100\] As a potential application, RF tags, shown in Figure 6f, have been successfully printed
via gravure printing. Such fully printed RF tags are able to operate at switching speeds of up to 100 Hz. It should be noted here that, typically, the cutoff frequencies of printed CNT RF circuits are lower than those of circuits fabricated via traditional photolithography. One major reason for this is due to the larger parasitic capacitances arising from the larger source/drain to gate metal overlaps. For future printed CNT-based flexible and stretchable RF circuit components, improvements in alignment accuracy and resolution along with development of self-aligned printing processes must be made to overcome these parasitic capacitances in order to achieve higher cutoff frequencies, as well as faster circuit operation.

### 4.4. Cyclic Voltammetry

Owing to their scalable manufacturability, printed CNT-TFT-based RF tags can serve as the key components for building disposable analytical tools at extremely low cost for chemical and biosensing applications. As an example, a disposable cyclic voltammetry (CV) tag has been demonstrated by combining basic electrochemical CV concepts with the wireless power-transmission capabilities of the printed RF tags (Figure 7a). Figure 7b displays an optical image of a fully printed wireless cyclic-voltammetry tag. By taking advantage of the tunable properties of the CNT-deposition process, the performance of the drive, load, and buffer TFTs within the circuit can be optimized for higher current levels or higher on/off ratios. The printed CV tag operates wirelessly using a 13.56 MHz RF reader and generates a triangular sweep wave from −0.5 V to 0.5 V, which can be exploited to scan a printed electrochemical cell in the CV tag. As a demonstration, the presence of \( N,N,N',N'-\text{tetramethyl-p-phenylene-diamine (TMPD)} \) in the solution can be wirelessly and rapidly detected and shown on the signage of the CV tag within a few seconds (Figure 7c–f). This fully printed and wirelessly operated flexible CV tag opens the door to inexpensive and disposable wireless electrochemical sensor systems for the detection of a wide range of hazardous chemicals and biological species.

### 4.5. Chemical and Biological Sensing

In addition to their use as circuit components within a sensor or circuit array, carbon nanotubes are also an ideal material for chemical and biological sensors, as their extremely high surface-to-volume ratio makes them highly sensitive to changes in the surrounding environment. The transport behavior of the CNTs is very sensitive toward the local electrical field, which can induce charge redistribution in the CNTs. This principle serves as the basic mechanism for designing sensitive chemical and biological sensors with CNTs. Sensors using printed CNTs as the active sensing element can be divided into several main categories: chemiresistive sensors, chemicalectrical sensors, chemical field-effect-transistor-based sensors, and electrochemical sensors. Printed CNT-based sensors have been widely reported for the detection of a variety of chemical and biological analytes including hydrogen, air pollutants (e.g., \( \text{NH}_3 \), \( \text{NO}_2 \), \( \text{CO}_2 \) etc.), organic vapors, explosives, nerve species, and protein and DNA molecules.

Sensing gas or organic vapor molecules is very important in environmental monitoring, chemical processing, healthcare, and agricultural applications. Due to their high sensitivities, CNT-based devices have been demonstrated for use in monitoring environmental gases and organic vapors. Early reported sensing devices are commonly made directly from pristine nonfunctionalized CNTs. To add additional sensing capabilities, the CNTs may be functionalized with specific materials or receptors that can interact with the target molecules. Figure 8a illustrates a flexible hydrogen sensor fabricated with a printed thin film of CNTs decorated with palladium nanoparticles. An optical image of a fabricated device with gold contact electrodes and a zoomed in atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the Pd nanoparticles sitting on top of the CNTs are shown in Figure 8b and 8c, respectively. The palladium nanoparticles can actively react with hydrogen to form palladium hydride (PdH\(_x\)) at room temperature, and the variation in resistance of the CNTs caused by this reaction with hydrogen molecules provides the mechanism for fabricating sensitive hydrogen sensors. Figure 8d demonstrates the repeatability of the sensor response over multiple cycles to a hydrogen concentration of 500 ppm and Figure 8e displays the response of the sensor to concentrations of hydrogen ranging from 100 to 10 000 ppm. The detection limit for hydrogen sensing was found to be as low as ca. 30 ppm in air at room temperature. The sensitivity and response time of the sensor is plotted versus the hydrogen concentration in Figure 8f. As can be seen, the response time of the sensor decreases dramatically as the concentration increases. In addition, the sensing performance did not significantly change even after 1000 bending cycles.

While CNTs are exceptionally sensitive to their ambient conditions and can be used to detect trace gas levels, a major flaw for such CNT-based gas sensors is their lack of selectivity. To partially solve this problem, multiplexed sensing may be utilized. As an example, a flexible all-CNT electronic nose composed of one chemiresistive CNT sensor and one chemically sensitive CNT transistor has been demonstrated. The chemiresistive CNT sensor utilizes CNTs functionalized with carboxylic groups (–COOH) and was able to detect CO with a detection limit down to 1 ppm. To distinguish the response to CO against other oxidative gases such as NO and \( \text{NO}_2 \), this chemiresistor was used in conjunction with a CNT-TFT fabricated using CNTs with no −COOH functionalization. As the CNT-TFT showed no response to CO due to the lack of −COOH functionalization, it could be used to adjust the response of the CO sensor to account for other oxidative gases.

In addition to gas sensing, printed CNT electronics on flexible substrates has also been demonstrated for the detection of a number of biomolecules and electrolytes. Since the extremely small size of CNTs is comparable to those of biomacromolecules, they can serve as ultrasensitive transducers in biosensors. For example, a flexible and disposable immunosensor based on modified SWCNTs was demonstrated with a detection limit of 2.5 × 10\(^{-12}\) M for normal rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG). Printed CNT-TFT sensors using semiconductor-enriched SWCNTs have also been shown to be able to detect trace levels of analytes, such as dimethyl methylphosphonate.
(DMMP) and trinitrotoluene (TNT), in aqueous solutions down to 2 ppb.\textsuperscript{[126]} The usage of semiconductor-enriched SWCNT networks over unsorted SWCNT networks for the TFTs was shown to be critical in obtaining the high sensitivity level. However, similar to CNT-based gas sensors, CNT-based biological sensors show a lack of selectivity.

It has also been shown that for liquid-phase electrochemical detection of different analytes, printed CNT thin films have many advantages over traditional carbon electrodes such as larger surface areas, excellent charge-transfer promoting ability, and convenient protein immobilization for biosensors.\textsuperscript{[127,128]} As such, significant advances in the development of CNT-based electrochemical sensors have also been made for the detection of a wide range of analytes such as glucose, H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}, proteins, neurochemicals, and DNA.\textsuperscript{[117,129–133]}

The previous discussion indicates that printed CNT thin films can serve as a promising candidate for future chemical and biological sensors where only limited selectivity is necessary. By using solution-deposition techniques for the CNTs, the fabrication process of these sensors can be easily altered to be compatible with facile and large-area fabrication approaches such as printed electronics. Although a variety of printed CNT-based flexible sensors with different functionalities have been demonstrated in recent years, most of the work so far has been focused on individual sensors; systems with multiplexed functionalities via integrating different types of devices along with commercial silicon IC chips for signal processing represent a major direction for future applications, especially for wearable electronic skins. In addition, further improvements in systems packaging along with sensitivity is also critically

Figure 7. CNT-TFT-based cyclic-voltammetry system and disposable printed CV tag. a) Schematic illustrations of a typical CV system and disposable printed CV tag. b) Optical image of a fully printed wireless cyclic-voltammetry tag. c,d) Images of the CV tag during operation with (c) and without (d) TMPD in the solution. e,f) Converted cyclic voltammetry from the printed wireless CV tag (e) vs a commercial CV instrument (f). Reproduced with permission.\textsuperscript{[9]} Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group.
important to obtain robust and reproducible devices as the response of the CNT-based electronics can be significantly influenced by changes in the ambient environment (humidity, temperature etc.).

5. Addressable Integrated Sensors and Displays

5.1. Fully Printed Backplane for Pressure Mapping

As discussed previously, one major advantage enabled by printable CNT electronics technology is the ability to scale up to ultralarge sizes on the meter-level scale and beyond for applications such as smart wallpapers, displays, or interactive surfaces. One key technology that is required for such scaling is the active-matrix backplane for the control of individual pixels within large arrays, which is most commonly seen in use for displays. In a simple active-matrix backplane, TFTs are arrayed into rows and columns, with all the drain lines within a given column tied together and all the gate lines within a given row tied together, or vice versa. Depending on the application, the source of the TFTs may be either connected in series to a sensor for sensing applications or a light-emitting diode (LED) for displays. The sensors may act as a variable resistor, with the final output current reflecting the amount of stimuli sensed. A universal ground is connected at the other end of all the sensors or LEDs to form a completed current path from which readings may be read out. Since both drain and gate lines must be active in order for current to flow in any given TFT, individual pixel control may be achieved in any arbitrarily large $m \times n$ array with an active matrix backplane using only $m + n$ control lines, significantly reducing the number of interconnects necessary, especially for very large arrays. From a design perspective, it is ideal for the on-state resistance of the TFTs to be as low as possible so that in the case of sensors, the resistance is limited by that of the sensor in series for maximum sensitivity or so that the maximum amount of drive current can be supplied to obtain higher brightness in display applications.

As a proof of concept, gravure printing has been utilized for the printing of a $20 \times 20$ array of CNT-TFTs in a pressure-sensor array for tactile pressure mapping.[8] Solution-processed CNTs were used as the channel material within the TFTs, while silver and BTO nanoparticle inks were used as the metal and dielectric layers, respectively. A yield of 97% was obtained for the 400 pixels within the array. For mapping functionality, pressure sensors in the form of a pressure-sensitive rubber (PSR)
were integrated into the array, contacting the source of each pixel on one side and a sheet of conductive carbon tape on the other, which acted as a universal ground. The PSR becomes more conductive as tactile pressure is applied, allowing for pressure sensing to be achieved. Mapping of the applied tactile pressure was successfully demonstrated by pressing a silicone “C” block onto the array, with higher current levels indicating applied pressure.

5.2. Flexible Displays

By integrating CNT-TFT active matrices with organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), flexible and transparent display applications can be achieved.[37] CNT-TFTs are particularly attractive for driving OLED displays because of their high mobilities, which can enable higher drive currents at lower operating voltages.[134] In addition, their ability to be deposited by low-temperature non-vacuum methods means that fabrication of such flexible displays may potentially be extended to printing-based processes. This can enable displays on a much larger size scale, as compared with current vacuum-based processes. As a proof of concept, printed TFTs have previously been successfully demonstrated for use in driving OLEDs. Figure 9a[78] depicts the output characteristics of a simple OLED driving circuit at different gate voltages using CNT-TFTs where the OLED is put in series with a single TFT. Figure 9b shows images of the OLED within such a circuit at different applied gate voltage biases, showing good modulation of light intensity. Due to the excellent transparency of CNT thin films arising from their extremely thin nature (typically a monolayer network), the driving circuitry for displays can also be made transparent by using SWCNT-based TFTs along with transparent conducting contacts and dielectrics, allowing for fully transparent displays to be achieved.[88] In addition to using semiconductor-enriched SWCNTs as a transparent TFT channel material, non-electronic-type enriched solution SWCNTs have also shown promise in display technology as a transparent anode material for OLEDs, as well as for transparent interconnects.[22,27,135]

In order to provide evidence for the practicality of employing CNT-TFTs in display applications beyond a single pixel, solution-processed CNT-TFT-based driving circuits can be arrayed in an active-matrix fashion and successfully exploited to control an array of OLEDs. Using a controlling circuit composed of two transistors per pixel, monolithically integrated active-matrix OLED (AMOLED) arrays with up to 500 pixels driven by 1000 CNT-TFTs have been demonstrated.[7]

As a further demonstration of complexity, pressure sensors can also be integrated onto a CNT-TFT active-matrix backplane in addition to OLEDs to achieve an interactive pressure-sensitive display. Figure 9c illustrates a schematic diagram of a single pixel within the interactive display.[5] Each pixel in the active matrix consists of a CNT-TFT with the drain connected to the anode of an OLED. The cathode of the OLED is then contacted by a PSR sheet, which is coated on the other side with silver ink as a universal ground. When pressure is applied to a certain region, the conductivity of the PSR within that region increases, allowing current to flow, and thus turning on the

![Figure 9. CNT-based TFTs for flexible displays. a) Output characteristics of a back-gated TFT connected to an external OLED. The inset shows the equivalent circuit diagram. b) Optical images showing OLED light-intensity modulation by the gate voltage of the back-gated SWCNT TFT at a supply voltage of 10 V. Reproduced with permission.[78] Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. c) Schematic diagram of a pixel within a touch-sensitive OLED display with a CNT-TFT addressing unit. d) Demonstration of the interactive display that produces a light response where pressure is applied. Reproduced with permission.[5] Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group.](https://www.materialsviews.com/advances/articles/2016/02/09/cnt-based-tfts-flexible-displays)
OLEDs controlled by the CNT-TFTs under the same area. As a proof of concept, the interactive display was exploited to spatially map and visually display the applied pressure profile (Figure 9d). This work provides an example of the compatibility of solution-processed CNTs with a large host of technologies to obtain heterogeneous integration of various electronic, sensor, and light-emitting components based on both organic and inorganic materials at a system level on thin plastic substrates.

In future work, CNT-based TFTs for display applications could involve enhancing the pixel yield and resolution, as well as improving the lifetime of the OLEDs. By exploring this implementation using a fully printed platform, sensor elements and OLED arrays could be explored toward extremely large scales.

5.3. Large-Area Imaging

Large-area flexible imaging represents another major application domain for CNT-TFTs. Their high mobility along with their high on/off ratios offers low-voltage operation with broad-range sensitivity, holding great promise for system-level, practical applications. By taking advantage of the excellent light absorption of organic bulk heterojunctions along with the excellent electrical properties of solution-processed CNTs, a visible-light and X-ray imager on flexible plastic substrates has been demonstrated by integrating solution-processed organic photodetectors on top of an active-matrix backplane based upon CNT-TFTs. Figure 10a shows an optical image of a fully fabricated imager (18 × 18 pixels) placed on top of a Gd$_2$O$_2$S/Tb (GOS) scintillator film. The efficient light absorption of the organic bulk-heterojunctions provides high imaging sensitivity, while the high on/off ratio of the CNT-TFTs allows for broad-range detection. A log–log plot of the current as a function of incident light intensity upon a single pixel is plotted in Figure 10b. When the device was exposed to incident light through a “T”-shaped mask, the irradiated light profile was successfully obtained through an electronic readout (Figure 10c). In addition, as the absorption peak of the adopted organic photodiodes covers the green band of the light spectrum, X-ray imaging was indirectly achieved by placing a GOS scintillator film on top of the flexible imagers, which converts incident X-rays into green light (Figure 10d). Figure 10e shows a log–log plot of the measured current of a single pixel as a function of the incident X-ray dose rate. The lower limit for the linear correlation is down to ca. 10 mGy s$^{-1}$.

As the lower limit of detection is limited by the off-current of the CNT-TFTs, lower X-ray detection limits could theoretically be obtained using such devices by tuning the electrical properties of the CNT-TFTs to obtain a lower off current. The spatial profiling of the incident X-rays can also be readily obtained using these CNT-TFT-based imagers in conjunction with the GOS films, as demonstrated in Figure 10f. These large-area visible-light imagers can serve as a new platform for the development of future interactive devices, as well as future candidates for low-cost flexible and disposable X-ray imaging devices for health applications.

![Figure 10](image-url)
5.4. Large-Scale Multiplexed Sensing

Moving forward, it would be desirable to be able to simultaneously map out multiple forms of stimuli using a single electronic substrate (i.e., skin). Figure 11a displays an optical image of an example system developed by our group, consisting of a 16 × 16 array of pixels, each integrated with a pressure, light, and temperature sensor.[136] For the pressure sensor, applied tactile pressure creates a conducting path through a laminated PSR sheet to ground. The temperature sensor utilizes a sputtered nanocrystalline InP (nc-InP) thin film contacted by interdigitated metal electrodes; as the temperature increases, the conductivity of the InP increases, leading to an increase in current. Finally, photoresponsive aSi:H is utilized as the photodetector. Two separate aSi pads are arranged in a voltage divider fashion, with one covered via metal to prevent light response, leading to a change in the divider output voltage as light intensity is increased. The output voltage is connected to the gate of a CNT-TFT for amplification of the output signal, which is, in turn, connected in series with a second CNT-TFT acting as the TFT for active-matrix backplane control. Figure 11b shows a cross-sectional schematic of the device, containing the four active layers (CNT, aSi, InP, and PSR) and four metal layers. Figure 11c, and 11d respectively show an optical image and an illustrated drawing of a single pixel within the array containing all three sensors, as well as the four CNT-TFTs used for amplification/readout. Figure 11e displays the output of the pressure sensor within a pixel, showing a minimum detectable pressure of ca. 6 kPa. Figure 11f shows the output of the temperature sensor, which has a high sensitivity of 2.6% °C⁻¹ below 40 °C and ca. 1.2% °C⁻¹ between 40 and 60 °C with minimum hysteresis, making it ideal for wearable applications for monitoring the human body temperature. In addition, the CNT-TFTs within the active-matrix backplane are relatively insensitive to temperature. Figure 11g displays the output of an a-Si photodetector, which has a light sensitivity of ca. 1.67 μA mW⁻¹ cm⁻². In total, the array consists of 768 individual sensors and 1024 CNT-TFTs, displaying an example of the complexity that future printable CNT-based electronics may be able to achieve.

6. Outlook

Printed CNT-based flexible electronics allow for implementation of sensing, display, and interactive functionalities on flexible...
surfaces ranging from small, disposable centimeter-squared devices up to large meter-squared functional devices. These electronics can be printed at low cost and in large volumes, and therefore can enable a wide range of possibilities in both disposable and large-area applications to further fuel the pace of integration of smart devices in our surrounding objects. Given the current state of the printed CNT-based flexible electronics technology, future efforts should primarily be shifted toward the development of fully integrated systems equipped with multifunctional pixels and sophisticated signal processing and wireless transmission. To this end, printable flexible electronics and silicon IC technologies should be synergistically combined in order to harness the unique capabilities offered by both technologies as illustrated in Figure 12;[40] sophisticated circuit and signal processing can be performed by the silicon IC chips, while the relatively large area smart surface is implemented by printing the flexible electronics. Additionally, the CNT sample preparation and printing process should be optimized to improve performance, yield, device-to-device variation, and resolution of the printable devices, within the context of practical manufacturing constraints, in order to ensure the widespread adoption of the technology by industry. Also, as the CNT-based devices can be significantly influenced by environmental factors such as temperature and humidity, practical system-packaging solutions must be explored to achieve robust and reproducible devices in the presence of inevitable changes in the surrounding environment. We envisage that, upon addressing the above challenges, CNT-based flexible electronics and systems will soon be one of the driving forces behind the growth of the Internet of Things.
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